In this paper we investigate the impact of data revisions on forecasting and model selection , and residential mortgage credit . The forecasting method we use is multistep-ahead non-adaptive forecasting.
Introduction
When economists are trying to build a good economic model, their aim is not only to gain a good fit in terms of within-sample performance, but also to get highly accurate out-of-sample forecasts.
However, accurate out-of-sample forecasting is heavily affected by the forecasting model selected, and the data that are used to fit the model are also essential to the quality of the forecasting results. Economic data such as real output, the money stock and aggregate consumption, which are routinely published by official government agencies, are subject to revisions and redefinitions as new information becomes available. The information set available at a particular date is called a 'vintage'. Real-time data specifically refer to the information set available to economic researchers who are making forecast in real-time. Due to the fact that information may creep into forecasts of current vintage data, the forecasting results for real-time data and current vintage data are likely to be different to some degree.
In this paper, to further explore the problem of data revisions, we focus our attention on two issues: the impact of data revisions on a model's forecasting performance; and the impact on the problem of choosing between the linear Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA) model and the nonlinear Self-Excited Threshold Autoregressive (SETAR) model. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides some insights into the history of this data revision problem. In Section 3, we discuss the ARMA and SETAR models. The forecasting techniques considered in this paper are discussed in Section 4. Section 5 deals with the comparison between the forecast performance of real-time and current vintage models, and some robustness tests are carried out in Section 6. Section 7 concludes for the paper.
Developments in Data Revisions
The early research in this field focused on the use of preliminary rather than final data. Cole (1969) provided evidence that certain types of forecasts are strongly affected by data revisions.
She found that "the use of preliminary rather than revised data resulted in a doubling of the forecast error." Diebold and Rudebusch (1991) looked at the importance of data revisions for the index of leading indicators. They suggested that the use of real-time data was crucial, as the variables included in the index of leading indicators were chosen ex post. In real-time, the leading indicators neither indicate, nor lead! Many other studies have been undertaken on the consequences of data revisions. Denton and Kuiper (1965) agreed with Cole's conclusion that the use of the preliminary rather than final data leads to large forecast errors, but Trivellato and Rettore (1986) found effects that were rather more modest. Croushore and Stark (2001) suggested that, when evaluated over long periods, forecast-error statistics are not sensitive to the distinction between real-time and currently available data, even though the forecasts for isolated periods can diverge. Croushore and Stark (2000) also found that standard measures of forecast accuracy can be vintage-sensitive when constructed from short spans of data, as are sometimes used by researchers for forecast evaluation.
Another problem relating to the data revision issue is model selection. Feng and Liu (2003) studied the difference between the standard linear ARMA model and the widely used nonlinear SETAR model using current vintage data, and found that for one-step non-adaptive recursive forecasts, the SETAR model is preferred to the ARMA model. However, for multi-step nonadaptive recursive forecasting, there is no significant difference between the two. It would be interesting to see if this result still holds if we use real-time data.
Hence, two aspects of data revisions will be analyzed in this paper. First, we consider the impact of using real-time data, as opposed to current vintage data, on forecasting accuracy and model specification within a family of ARMA and SETAR models respectively. Second, we evaluate the impact of using real-time data on model selection associated with choosing between the ARMA and SETAR models. Monetary aggregates series are often revised to adjust for various factor such as the inflation rate of each year. (1977-1998), and residential mortgage credit (1975-1998) . For forecasting, given that the two time series are quarterly, the four-step-ahead non-adaptive rolling forecasting scheme will be used. 
SETAR (Self-Excited Threshold Autoregressive)
The SETAR model belongs to the family of regime switching models and was first proposed by Tong (1978) . It assumes that the regime that occurs at time t can be determined by the lagged value of the time series itself relative to a threshold value, which we denote as c. The particular setting enables the model to be linear within a regime, and also liable to moving between regimes as the process crosses the threshold: see Tong (1983 Tong ( , 1990 and Hansen (1997 Hansen ( , 2000 . In our case, we assume that there are only two regimes, and the process is a p i -th order autoregression in the i-th regime, so we denote this by writing SETAR (2; p 1 ; p 2 ), and algebraically the model is: 
for some upper bound d*). The set of allowable threshold values, C, should be such that each regime contains enough observations for the estimator defined above to produce reliable estimates of the autoregressive parameters. A popular choice of C is to allow each regime to have at least a fraction π of the observations, that is, .
A safe choice for this fraction appears to be 0.15 (Franses and van Dijk, 2000) . For an optimization criterion we follow standard practice and use Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) (Akaike, 1974) . Then, identification of the appropriate threshold value, c, and lag order, d, can be chosen from the model that minimizes the AIC value. Tong (1990) defines the AIC for a 2-regime SETAR model as the sum of the AICs for the AR models in the two regimes, which is: 
where, 2 j σ j =1,2, is the variance of the residuals in the j-th regime and in our case, we set p = p 1 = p 2 (Feng and Liu, 2003) .
ARMA (Autoregressive Moving Average)
Generally, an ARMA (p,q) model takes the following form:
The values of the p and q are determined by using the General to Specific method. According to the characteristics of the data, and also the sample size, we could pre-assign the maximum values for p and q. Gradually, the two values are then reduced in a systematic way. The AIC values from all possible combinations of p and q are to be compared in order to get the model's correct specification. The AIC is defined as:
where 2 ε is the sum of the squared residuals, (p+1) is the number of regressors, and T is the sample size.
Out-of-Sample Forecasts
In this paper, we consider four-step-ahead non-adaptive rolling forecasts. Non-adaptive rolling forecasting means that, for every forecast stage, the model specification will not be changed and the sample size will be fixed.
There is some difference between real-time forecasts and current vintage forecasts: for each realtime forecast, we have to change the data set completely, whenever the data have been revised. 
where m is the number of forecast periods. Both criteria can be used to compare nested and nonnested models. The S-test for model selection (Diebold and Mariano, 1995) will be used as well.
This test is used to test the hypothesis that there is no difference between the true forecasting performances of two models. The test statistic is:
where m is the number of forecast periods; d i = 1 if the squared prediction error for the SETAR model exceeds that for the ARMA model, and is zero otherwise. Under the null hypothesis of equal performances, S is asymptotically standard normal.
Comparison of Real-time and Current Vintage Models and Model Selection
The quarterly Canadian aggregate money supply M3 and mortgage credit data are obtained from the Bank of Canada Review. Due to the limited degrees of freedom, in this paper both the ARMA and SETAR models are assigned a maximum lag length of 6. We will use the Canadian M3 to carry out the usual test about the effect of the data problem on the models' withinsample fit as well as forecasting performance. In section 6, we will use the same M3 series but with a different sample as well as the Canadian residential mortgage credit series to test for the results' robustness.
We use the levels of the time-series to fit the models. The unit root in the data has been neglected. This is because recent research has suggested that unit root tests have low power in discriminating against trend stationarity and other alternatives in typical macro-econometric contexts (Christiano and Eichenbaum, 1990; Sowell, 1992) . In particular, the power of such tests can be dramatically diminished and a unit root mistakenly identified in the presence of threshold determined regime switching. The data are seasonally adjusted, but we find that both models achieve a better fit by including seasonal factors.
Forecasts from the ARMA Model
The general ARMA (6,6) model is:
As well as the autoregressive and moving average processes, we also consider seasonal autoregressive and moving average factors in order to obtain a fair comparison with the SETAR model. The general terms for seasonal autoregressive and moving average are added from (4,4) to (3,3), to (2,2) and also (1,1) for convenience. We use the AIC to perform model selection, as
shown below in 16.635 *(6,2,0,4,4) denotes model specification for the ARMA is AR=6, MA=2, SAR=4, SMA=4 **(1,5,0,4,4) denotes model specification for the ARMA is AR=1, MA=5, SAR=4, SMA=4
As a result, the best ARMA model for real-time M3 is ARMA (6,2,4,4), and it is ARMA (1, 5, 4, 4) for the current vintage M3 series. forecasting stage, the current vintage forecast is closer to the realized value than is the corresponding real-time forecast. In the left section of Table 3 , we find that the current vintage model is better than the real-time model under the criteria of MAPE and RMSPE: Notice that in both cases, the ARMA model tends to improve its forecasting accuracy as we move forward in time. We now wish to see whether the non-linear SETAR model would support the same conclusion or not.
Forecasts from the SETAR Model
The SETAR model is a typical regime-switching model, and we assume two regimes throughout this research. In order to achieve a fair comparison, we modify the SETAR model from the general case of 6 lags to the lower order cases, using the levels of the data. In addition, the critical value for the model to decide which regime the data are in also starts from the 6 th lag. We also consider seasonal factors in this case. As a result, seasonal dummy variables have been added to both the real-time and current vintage models. Under the model selection criterion of minimizing the AIC value, we chose the model SETAR (2,5,1). That is, there are two regimes, five autoregressive terms, and the first lagged value of the series will be used to compare against the threshold value to determine the regime, in the preferred model specification. We carried out exactly the same procedure for the current vintage SETAR model and found that SETAR (2,1,3) is preferred. From the second section of Table 2 , we notice that, in terms of the impact of the data, there is little difference between the non-linear SETAR model and the linear ARMA model. In this case, the MAPE shows that the real-time model is better than the current vintage model, but the RMSPE shows that there is little difference between the two. Over all, the within sample fit is similar for the models. Another point to note is that the data revisions change the preferred model from the SETAR (2,5,1) to SETAR (2,3,1) from the real-time case to the current vintage case, which is the same as the ARMA model case. Figure 3 shows the results for two four-step-ahead forecasts for M3. We find similar results compared with the ARMA model-the real-time The right section of Table 3 reports the forecasts of the SETAR model for the real-time case and current-vintage case, which coincides with that of the ARMA model: both MAPE and RMSPE support the current vintage SETAR model. Furthermore, the real-time SETAR model tends to improve its forecasting accuracy as we roll four periods ahead, but this is not true for the current vintage SETAR.
Comparison between the ARMA Model and SETAR Model
In this section, we compare the within-sample performance and out-of-sample forecasts across the two models. For current vintage data, we find that the preferred model specifications are ARMA (1, 5, 4, 4) and SETAR (2,1,3). For real-time data the preferred model specifications are ARMA (6,2,4,4) and SETAR (2,5,1). The results in Tables 6 and 7 show that the forecasts from the ARMA model tend to improve as the forecasting period increases, but this is not true for the current vintage SETAR model, which is consistent with arguments advanced in Feng and Liu (2003) . For the first four forecasting periods, in the current vintage case, the SETAR model is better than the ARMA model, but the results are mixed for the real time case -in the last four forecasting periods, the ARMA model is better than the SETAR model in both cases, which can clearly be seen in Figures 4 and 5. and Liu (2003) . In the case of the real-time model the S-statistic is -1.414. Thus we cannot reject the hypothesis that the two models are equal in terms of forecast performance, at the 5% level of significance.
To sum up, in terms of forecasting performance over all forecasting periods, the SETAR model essentially performs as well as the ARMA model in both real-time and current vintage, even though both the MAPE and RMSPE are slightly in favor of the ARMA model. However, we need to check the robustness of this conclusion against other data.
Robustness Analysis
Often, results can be highly sensitive to sample features. We focus on two types of robustness tests here. First, we keep the same series in the model, but fit in a different time period: 1975-1996 . Second, we consider Canadian residential mortgage credit in place of M3. The forecasting performance and model selection between the ARMA model and the SETAR model are revaluated in this light. In this section, we will not go through data results in a detailed manner as earlier, but we will focus primarily on the forecasting comparison between the real-time and current vintage models, as well as making comparisons between the SETAR and ARMA models. and Canadian mortgage credit (1975 Canadian mortgage credit ( -1996 . Table 9 provides the S-test results for the models for these two cases. These two tables demonstrate the following findings. First, the current vintage model is always better than the real-time model for ARMA and SETAR respectively. Second, for both series, the MAPE and RMSPE values support the SETAR model in the current vintage case, but these two criteria favor the ARMA model in the real-time case. From the S-test results, we find that the two models are equivalent in terms of forecasting performance, except for current vintage Canadian mortgage credit. In that case the SETAR model forecasts out-perform those of the ARMA model. Third, both models tend to improve their forecasting performance in the case of real-time as we roll four periods ahead.
Finally, we also find that the real-time forecast is not always lower than the current vintage forecast. Current vintage 2.828 Reject
We find that the results for M3 in both time periods are the same. The two models give equivalent forecasts both for real-time and current vintage data, which indicates that the results are quite robust for the same data series. For Canadian mortgage credit, in the current vintage case, the SETAR model outperforms the ARMA model in forecasting, but the two are equivalent in realtime forecast using S-test, which is not supported by the MAPE and RMSPE results.
Conclusions
As macroeconomic time-series data are revised, the information contained in the time-series becomes increasingly rich. The results we have obtained, which demonstrate that the current vintage model forecasts better than the real-time model, are apparently robust. Equally robust is our finding that, for real-time data, the non-linear SETAR model and the linear ARMA models are equivalent in terms of forecasting quality. In the current vintage case, for the same series (M3
